
Lesson B2–6

Designing Basic Floral Work

Unit B. Floriculture

Problem Area 2. Floral Design

Lesson 6. Designing Basic Floral Work

New Mexico Content Standard:

Pathway Strand: Plant Systems

Standard: IV: Exercise elements of design to enhance an environment (e.g., floral, forest,

landscape, farm).

Benchmark: IV-A: Apply basic design elements and principles to create a design using

plants.

Performance Standard: 2. Apply elements of design (e.g., line, form, texture, color). 3.

Incorporate principles of design (e.g., space, scale, proportion, order). 5. Select hard

goods, supplies and tools used in design. 6. Select plant(s) for design.

Student Learning Objectives. Instruction in this lesson should result in students

achieving the following objectives:

1. Identify and describe supplies and tools needed in floral work.

2. Explain how to design bud vases and vase arrangements.

3. Explain basic geometric designs.

4. Define naturalistic style design.

5. Describe how to foil a potted plant.
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List of Resources. The following resources may be useful in teaching this lesson:

Recommended Resources. One of the following resources should be selected to accompany the

lesson:

Biondo, Ronald J. and Dianne A. Noland. Floriculture: From Greenhouse Production

to Floral Design. Danville, Illinois: Interstate Publishers, Inc., 2000.

Other Resources. The following resources will be useful to students and teachers:

Griner, Charles. Floriculture: Designing & Merchandising, Second Edition. Albany,

New York: Delmar Publishers, 2002.

List of Equipment, Tools, Supplies, and Facilities

Writing surface

Overhead projector

Transparencies from attached masters

Copies of student lab sheets

Terms. The following terms are presented in this lesson (shown in bold italics):

Anchor pin

Brick

Contour

Floral foam

Florist shears

Greening pin

Grid

Grouping

Hyacinth stake

Needlepoint holder

Poly foil

Pruning shears

Rosettes

Tape grids

Water tube

Interest Approach. Use an interest approach that will prepare the students for the les-

son. Teachers often develop approaches for their unique class and student situations. A possible

approach is included here.

Begin introducing this unit by bringing into the class items that the students might be familiar with and

items with which they are probably unfamiliar (e.g. shears, florist foam, florist knife, needlepoint holder, a
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frog). Start by playing a game of identification tag in which a student goes to the front of the classroom,

grabs an item known to the students and takes it to another student to identify. If the second student can-

not identify the item, it becomes that person’s turn. This exercise will establish what the students know and

what they don’t know. This will lead into the first objective.

Summary of Content and Teaching Strategies

Objective 1: Identify and describe supplies and tools needed in floral work.

Anticipated Problem: What are the tools that floral designers might use?

I. Design Tools and Supplies

A. Cutting Tools

1. Knives are cutting instruments, typically used by florists. The pocket knife is excel-

lent because it can be folded for protection when not in use. The advantage of a

knife is that using one is faster than placing one’s fingers into the holes of shears or

scissors. The disadvantage is that thumbs and fingers might become injured. A knife

should be kept sharp for best results.

2. Florist shears are a cutting tool with short, serrated edges designed for cutting thick

or woody stems and flowers that have been wired. An advantage of this tool is that

the stem will not become pinched in the cutting operation, allowing for better water

up-take after cutting.

3. Pruning shears are tools used in the landscaping area to cut branches from a tree or

shrub. The cutting style of shears is preferred to the anvil style, which cuts by pinch-

ing the stem. Pruning shears are typically used on very tough branches and stems.

They are very valuable during the Christmas holiday season because of their ability

to cut evergreen stems.

4. Scissors are valuable for cutting both ribbon and floral stems. However, there is a dif-

ference in the design of scissors. Fabric scissors are preferred for cutting ribbon, while

utility scissors are preferred for cutting flowers and other items.

B. Supplies and their uses

1. Floral foam is a porous material that holds a great amount of water and provides sta-

bility for flower stems. Flowers can be placed at an angle in this material and the

foam will hold them in place. Foam comes in two formulations, one for fresh materi-

als and one for dried and artificial materials. The foam comes in the shape of a rect-

angle and is referred to as a brick. Florist foam can be cut to the desired size and

shape with a knife or heavy gauge wire. The foam should be allowed to soak in a so-

lution of floral preservative for ½ hour (minimum) before using it to assure maxi-

mum water absorption. Foam should not be re-soaked, the bricks should not be

forced into the solution because this will create air bubbles in the foam.

a. When placing foam into a container there are several things to remember:
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1. An inch or more of the foam should appear above the edge of the con-

tainer, which will allow for the placement of flowers at angles that might

not be permitted otherwise.

2. Foam placed in a clear glass container will appear green from the outside.

This appearance can be changed by wrapping the foam in silver foil. Also,

using a container made from colored plastic material can mask the green

color.

3. Leave a small area in which the recipient can add water at a later date. This

is very important for designs in which the foam covers the entire area of the

container.

b. Foam must be secured to the container to prevent the arrangement from falling

over. There are several ways to achieve this:

1. Waterproof tape is the most common method used to secure foam. It can

be used with wet foam, but the container must be dry. Waterproof tape is

available in ½ inch and ¼ inch widths and comes in three colors—white,

green, and clear. The tape is usually affixed from a 12 to 6 o’clock position

and from a 3 to 9 o’clock position.

2. An anchor pin is a plastic four-pronged device that is secured to the bottom

of the container with glue or floral clay; the foam is placed on the anchor

pin. An anchor pin permits a small piece of foam to be used in a container.

If larger pieces of foam are used, multiple pins might be necessary.

3. The hot glue method uses dry foam and a dry disposable container. The flo-

ral foam is dipped in a pan of hot glue and then secured to the container.

When dry, the container and foam are both placed in a preservative solu-

tion.

4. Several other foundations might be used by a designer, including:

a. A needlepoint holder, also referred to as a pincushion, is a device that

has a heavy metal base with upright metal pins attached and evenly

spaced. This device is secured to a container using floral clay. Except in

exhibition work, florists do not use needlepoint holders because of their

high cost.

b. Chicken wire is inexpensive, offers no water uptake ability, but creates

great support for heavy and thick-stemmed flowers. It can be secured

into place with plastic S clips.

c. A greening pin is an “s” top shaped “hairpin” that is used to keep moss

or foliage in place. Wire bent in a u shape can achieve the same effect.

d. Water tubes are plastic tubes with rubber tops that have holes in them

for the fresh flower stems. They are used very often in adding fresh

flower accents to potted plants.

e. Hyacinth stakes are green wooden stakes that offer support for heavier

flowers when needed in an arrangement.
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Obtain the various pieces of supplies, equipment, and tools and describe each one to the students. Use a

game of some sort to review at a later time. Using the terms repeatedly will aid student retention of the

subject matter.

Objective 2: Explain how to design bud vases and vase arrangements.

Anticipated Problem: How is a simple arrangement created in a bud vase?

II. Bud vases and multi-flower arrangements:

A. Bud vases are one of the most commonly ordered floral arrangements. The term comes

from the shape of the container of the vase. Bud vases vary in size, usually ranging from 6

to 9 inches in height. More important to note is the size of the opening at the top, which

will determine how many flowers can be used in an arrangement in the vase.

B. Vase arrangements originated in Italy, when the Italians started arranging their garden

flowers in vases. A wide variety of containers can be used for these designs. The materi-

als of which these containers are made vary as much as their shapes.

First-time designers often become frustrated with vase arrangements because when they

are finished arranging, they have formed a design with a hole in the middle. This can be

avoided by using a grid, a framework of materials at the top of a vase to provide support

for the flowers. There are three ways to create grids for support; with more foliage, with

tape, and with wire mesh.

1. Foliage grids do not require additional materials. The designer places the stems of fo-

liage such as leatherleaf at angles, creating a radiated pattern. The overlap of the

stems creates the natural framework.

2. Tape grids are used to achieve an artificial framework at the opening of the vase. By

placing tape at 90-degree angles, a support grid can be achieved. The tape is usually

matched to the container color to hide the mechanical system.

3. Also, marbles or gemstones can be placed in the bottom of the container to provide a

third support system. This also adds color and texture to the arrangement.

Once the framework is in place, adding the foliage and flowers will allow the de-

signer to create either one-sided designs or all around designs in any type of vase.

Creating a bud vase arrangement after you have reviewed the steps is an excellent way to achieve this ob-

jective. You might contact your school administration to see if there are events in which they might need

such flower arrangements. Evaluate the bud vase construction on whether the students followed the steps

and used proper design elements in doing so. Cover the advanced topics of grids when in the lab. If your

class is strictly floral design, a day spent on vase arrangements would be appropriate; the recommended

text contains instructions for arranging a dozen in one-sided and all-around styles. Display TM: B2–6A

and TM: B2–6B to reinforce the steps in designing a single flower bud and to provide an example of a

three bud vase. LS: B2–6A and LS: B2–6B will allow students to apply the concepts presented in this ob-

jective. Review the related information in Floriculture: From Greenhouse Production to Floral Design for

more detailed instructions on designing bud vases.
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Objective 3: Explain basic geometric designs.

Anticipated Problem: What basic geometric designs exist?

III. Each geometric design offers a different visual experience. This section discusses various ba-

sic geometric shapes and backgrounds for them. Refer to the recommended resources to ob-

tain instructions on how to create them. Beginning designers need to visualize the shapes

they will work with. Basic techniques would involve setting the height of the arrangement

first, then adding width, and then adding the final component, contour. Contour is the three

dimensional radiation in an arrangement, from the vertical height placement to the horizon-

tal placements when viewed from the side. Properly achieved contour should have a gentle

roundness to it. Floral foam is an important component in achieving these designs. Flowers

that appear on the left should be placed in the left side of the foam and flowers that appear

on the right should be placed in the right side of the foam. Symmetrical designs should be

centered in the foam, while asymmetrical designs should be placed to the right or left of the

center. Tall flowers should first be placed near the back, and then the designer should work

forward.

Three basic types of geometric floral designs are:

A. Vertical—very eye catching and bold. The flowers are placed in a linear fashion forming

a strong vertical statement. The width placement of these designs is secondary to the

height. Bud vases are typically vertical designs. These arrangements can be placed on a

desk, table, or counter with a small amount of space.

B. Triangular—popular for all types of occasions, they are often seen in church altar ar-

rangements for weddings and in funeral pieces. They can be asymmetrical or symmetri-

cal in design. Symmetrical triangle designs are equilateral or isosceles; asymmetrical tri-

angle designs are right or scalene.

C. Circular—a diverse style of design, including oval, crescent, and Hogarth, or S curve de-

signs. The oval design is often used commercially in get-well or Secretary’s Day bou-

quets. The crescent is common in holiday design pieces, and the Hogarth curve is seen

in formal and exhibition design work.

Several good videos and filmstrips on western floral design are available. The recommended text also cov-

ers the content well. Allow students to see floral design work and have them identify the geometric styles of

arrangements, what occasions they might be used for, and possible locations where they might be placed.

Use TM: B2–6C through TM: B2–6G to help reinforce the principles of geometric design.

Objective 4: Define naturalistic style design.

Anticipated Problem: What is naturalistic designing?

IV. Naturalistic designs draw on nature and gardening for inspiration. A common technique

used in this design concept is grouping. Grouping is placing flowers and foliage in units as if
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they were naturally growing there. Designers who understand nature and how things grow

will be able to create these designs easily.

Naturalistic designers often use baskets, trays and bowls that are very low in height. Many

times the container is not visible. They will also typically use containers that are made from

natural fibers. Sheet moss and Spanish moss are common materials for designers to use in

naturalistic designs. Florists sometimes design rosettes, in which foliage stems radiate from a

central point as if growing in the wild.

Accessories such as realistic birds, butterflies, nests, and even insects can offer something

special to these designs.

Objective 5: Describe how to foil a potted plant.

Anticipated Problem: How is a potted plant wrapped?

V. The ability to decorate potted plants is a very important skill for a person working in a flower

shop. Florists sell many potted plants for various occasions. Hardly any of the plants will

leave the shop in just the plastic container in which they were grown. A plant may be placed

in a basket or in a pre-formed pot cover. Once the cover is in place, bows, birds, seasonal

items, or live flowers may be added. The most commonly used decorating material is foil.

Foil comes in two types, lightweight foil and poly foil.

A. Lightweight foil is not as resistant to tearing and water damage. It is colored on one side

and silver on the other.

B. Poly foil is thicker because a polyethylene material is applied to the silver side of the foil.

This also allows for less chance of tearing and water escaping.

Cover this topic as part of the marketing plan for a potted crop that is grown in a greenhouse or ordered

from a wholesaler. Cover the steps and demonstrate the proper techniques used in decorating potted

plants. Then have the students conduct the skill on the potted plants themselves. Display TM: B2–6H to

help reinforce the steps involved in wrapping a potted plant in poly foil. Have students perform LS:

B2–6C to provide them with practice in wrapping a potted plant.

Review/Summary. Use the lesson’s learning objectives to form the basis for the review.

Identify any areas that need to be re-emphasized through classroom discussion. The “Reviewing”

section at the end of the chapter in the recommended reference will also be useful.

Application. Students should construct a bud vase floral design, create one geometric floral

design, and wrap a potted plant in an introductory course. Other exercises might be included in

an advanced class or a semester class on floral design. Use your design lab as much as possible, for

the students will better understand the topics of this unit through practice.

Evaluation. Evaluating floral design work is very important and a must in evaluating the stu-

dents understanding of the topic. Provide constructive criticism with a positive approach. Lay out
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tools and equipment and have students perform a written identification of these items. A sample

written test is also included below.

Answers to Sample Test:

Part One: Matching

1=c, 2=j, 3=k, 4=d, 5=b, 6=i, 7=g, 8=a, 9=h, 10=e, 11=l, 12=f

Part Two: Completion

1. 6 , 9

2. grid

3. Contour

4. centered

5. back

6. Poly foil

7. grouping

8. naturalistic

9. ½

10. Waterproof

Part Three: Short Answer

1. Vertical

2. Triangle

3. Circle
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Sample Test Name_____________________________________

Test

Lesson B2–6: Designing Basic Floral Work

Part One: Matching

Instructions. Match the term with the correct response. Write the letter of the term by the defini-
tion.

a. anchor pin e. greening pin i. waterproof tape

b. chicken wire f. hyacinth stakes j. pruning shears

c. floral shears g. knife k. scissors

d. floral foam h. needle point holder l. water tube

_______ 1. A cutting tool with short serrated edges designed for cutting thick or woody stems

and flowers that have been wired.

_______ 2. A tool used in the landscaping area to cut branches from a tree or shrub.

_______ 3. A very valuable tool to have in both cutting ribbon and cutting floral stems.

_______ 4. A porous material that holds a great amount of water and provides stability to the

flower stem.

_______ 5. A foundation that offers no water uptake ability, but creates great support for

heavy and thick-stemmed flowers.

_______ 6. Repels water, is available in ½ inch and ¼ inch sizes, and comes in three colors—

white, green, and clear.

_______ 7. A cutting instrument that is typically used by experienced florists.

_______ 8. A plastic four-pronged device that is secured to the bottom of the container with

glue or floral clay on which floral foam is placed.

_______ 9. Also referred to as a pincushion, a device that has a heavy metal base with upright

metal pins attached and evenly spaced.

_______ 10. A “s” top shaped hairpin that is used to keep moss or foliage in place.

_______ 11. A plastic tube that holds water with a rubber top in it and a hole to hold fresh flow-

ers.

_______ 12. Green colored wooden stakes that can offer support when needed in an arrange-

ment.
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Part Two: Completion

Instructions. Provide the word or words to complete the following statements.

1. Bud vases vary in size ranging from ______ to ______ inches in height.

2. A _______ is a framework of materials used in the top of vases to provide support.

3. _________________ is the three dimensional radiation in an arrangement, from the verti-

cal height placement to the horizontal placements when viewed from the side.

4. Symmetrical designs should be __________________ in the foam.

5. Tall flowers should first be placed near the _____________ ; the designer should then work

forward.

6. _________________ is thicker because a polyethylene material is applied to the silver side

of the foil.

7. ___________ is placing flowers and foliage in units as if they were naturally grown.

8. Rosettes are used in _________________ design work.

9. Floral foam should be allowed to soak up water for _______ hour to assure maximum water

absorption.

10. _______________ tape is the most common method used to secure floral foam.

Part Three: Short Answer

Instructions. Provide information to answer the following questions.

Name the three geometric shapes used in floral design.
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TM: B2–6A

DESIGNING A SINGLE

FLOWER BUD VASE

1. Select a bud vase and add floral preservative
solution about one inch from the top.

2. Select a piece of foliage that will form the
framework for the design.

� Remove extra leaves that may touch the
solution.

� The foliage should be 1½ times the height of
the vase.

3. Place the single flower in the center, slightly
lower than the tip of the foliage.

4. Add additional foliage near the bud vase rim.

5. Add filler flowers if desired.

6. Make a small bow with tails and place it in
the center beneath the container rim.

7. Remove any debris in the floral solution.
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TM: B2–6B

AN EXAMPLE OF A

THREE BUD VASE
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TM: B2–6C

AN EXAMPLE OF

ASYMMETRICAL BALANCE
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TM: B2–6D

TYPES OF

GEOMETRIC DESIGNS
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Vertical Triangle Oval

1

2

3

– Height

– Width

– Contour

1

2 2

Front View

1

3

Side View

1

22 2 2

1

22

1

3 3

3
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TM: B2–6E

FLORAL DESIGN BASICS
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Side View

Asymmetrical

Top View

Initial foliage and flower placement should be in the
back one-third of the floral foam.

Use all parts of the foam.

Front View
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TM: B2–6F

EXAMPLES OF

TRIANGULAR DESIGNS
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Equilateral

Three Equal Sides

Height = Width

Isosceles

Two Equal Sides

Height > Width

Inverted T

Right Triangle

90°

Scalene Triangle

Three Unequal Sides

>90°

90°90°
>90°>90°
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TM: B2–6G

DIFFERENCES IN

OVAL AND

TRIANGULAR DESIGNS
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Oval

Height – same as triangle

Width – upturned

Contour – lower, rounded

Filling-in Shape – wider at top

Triangle

Height – same as oval

Width – horizontal

Contour – straight across

Filling-in Shape – narrower at top

(Courtesy, Interstate Publishers, Inc.)



TM: B2–6H

STEPS IN WRAPPING

POTTED PLANTS WITH

POLY FOIL

1. Cut a square of poly foil to fit the
size of the pot.

2. Fold the cut edges over to present
a more attractive look.

3. Place the plant in the center.

4. Bring the foil up to the pot rim on
one side and tuck a small portion
into the rim.

5. Bring the other sides up and tuck
them into the rim.

6. Smooth the foil gently around the
potted plant.

7. Apply ribbon and a bow.
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LS: B2–6A Name_____________________________________

Lab Sheet

Designing a Single Flower Bud Vase

Supplies

Floral Design Equipment—Shears, etc.

Bud Vase

Foliage—Leatherleaf

One Flower—a Carnation

Filler Flowers—Baby’s Breath

Bow

Copy of TM: B2–6A

Instructions

Follow the steps as presented in TM: B2–6A to design a single flower bud vase.
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LS: B2–6B Name_____________________________________

Lab Sheet

Making a Three Flower Bud Vase

Supplies

Floral Design Equipment—Shears, etc.

Bud Vase

Foliage—Leatherleaf

Three Flowers—Carnations

Filler Flowers—Baby’s Breath

Bow

Copy of recommended resource text.

Instructions

Follow the steps as outlined in the recommended resource text.
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LS: B2–6C Name_____________________________________

Lab Sheet

Steps in Wrapping Potted Plant Crops

with Poly Foil

Supplies

Potted plant

Scissors

Bow on a pick

Ribbon

Protective sleeve

Copy of TM: B2–6H

Instructions

Use the steps outlined in TM: B2–6H to wrap a potted plant with poly foil.
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